


Praise for The Beauty of Broken

“Not exactly a memoir, definitely not a self-help book, more like a jour-
nal of a modern pilgrim’s labyrinthine progress, The Beauty of Broken 
defies categories and breaks new ground as a raw account of a family 
that has been through everything—and in the process learned just 
how amazing grace is.”

—Philip Yancey  
Best-selling author, What’s so amazing about gr ace?

“Elisa Morgan has taken a brave, bold leap of faith and opened up her 
heart, holding back nothing as she shares her family’s journey. At 
turns painful, joyful, and always powerful, Elisa’s story offers hope to 
all of us who know how broken we are and wonder where we fit in 
God’s plan. Here’s the encouragement you’ve been looking for!”

—Liz Curtis Higgs 
Best-selling author, bad girls of the bible

“I know firsthand the wounds of a broken family. In fact, if we are 
honest, all of us come from families that are broken in some way. I’m 
grateful for this book that takes us on a path to see that there is noth-
ing in our past or present so broken that God can’t redeem it. God turns 
the broken into the beautiful.”

—Rich Stearns 
President, World Vision US 

Author, unfinished: believing is only the beginning

“The Beauty of Broken is a page-turner that sings hope in the minor key. 
Elisa Morgan has poured her heart onto these pages, sharing her tragic 
and triumphant journey with breathtaking honesty. For anyone fac-
ing the unique heartbreak of having to surrender what feels like a part 
of yourself, this book is a must read.”

— Carol Kent
Speaker and author, When i lay my isa ac doWn
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“Elisa Morgan has written a soul-stirring, heart-rending, and hope-
producing account of her interior world. She, in the tradition of 
Brennan Manning, draws the curtain of her life and invites us to see 
her broken heart pieces slowly being reshaped, mended, and made 
beautiful. She, by example, encourages us to recognize the need to 
discard the compulsive desire to present a perfect image to the public 
while languishing in the messiness of the private. Elisa’s refreshing 
candor and genuine reflection of God’s perpetual provision for his 
children is a sweet touch of Jesus for every reader who chooses it.”

—Marilyn Meberg
Author, constantly cr aving

Speaker with Women of Faith

“There are an infinite number of ways we experience brokenness, and 
just as many responses to it.  In The Beauty of Broken, Elisa has chosen to 
tackle her personal brokenness head-on, with an honest vulnerability 
that both comforts and inspires. She is a wonderful example of allow-
ing God to use the hard stuff and pain in our lives to shape us for his 
glory and service.”

—Dr. Wess Stafford
President and CEO,  Compassion International

“The church today is desperately thirsty for the message Elisa Morgan 
shares so powerfully. And with such long-standing credibility as a 
champion of healthy families, she’s exactly the person we trust to 
share it with us. Her transparency and truth telling are both dis-
arming and life giving. With piercing grace and playful eloquence, 
Morgan exposes the destructive myth of the perfect family. The lying 
hiss silenced, Morgan creates space for readers to hear the gracious 
voice of God in the midst of our brokenness.”

—Margot Starbuck
Author, the girl in the or ange dress

“With courage and candor, Elisa Morgan opens the closets of her life, 
laying bare the messiness of parenting, marriage, and relationships 
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with aging parents and relatives. Honest in her struggles, Morgan 
takes you deep into her experiences as she learns to relinquish fixing 
the embarrassing flaws of loved ones, to love her children when they 
choose mysterious paths that clash with her Christian values, and to 
trust God to reform not only herself but her loved ones through their 
brokenness. I recommend this enthralling book to anyone who is bro-
ken, and that’s all of us.”

—Dr. Sue Edwards
Professor at Dallas Theological Seminary

Author, DiscoverTogetherSeries.com

“Elisa Morgan is a storyteller in the true sense of the word. She has 
a way of taking big ideas, breaking them down, and turning them 
into helpful, tangible tools. As she weaves her personal stories, life 
lessons, and teachings together you’ll be astonished at how quickly 
she’s shared true wisdom with you that can really impact your life.”

—Sandi Patty
Grammy and Dove Award-winning singer

“With passion and piercing honesty, Elisa Morgan builds the case that 
being broken in a family isn’t bad—it’s our unlikely way back to God 
if we surrender our shattered hearts and embrace his divine journey. A 
strong and brave book. A stirring and inspiring family story.”

—Patricia Raybon
Author, i told the mountain to move and my first White friend

“It’s time we stopped confusing what it means to walk with Jesus with 
the American Dream and got over the illusion that being a Christian 
guarantees us a perfect family. We are all broken. Elisa Morgan has 
courageously done us all a favor by telling her own story to make that 
very point. This is realism, but not at the expense of hope. Again and 
again, her story reminds us that God is at work with deep purpose in 
the places where we feel the greatest loss.”

— Carolyn Custis James
Author, half the church: recapturing god’s global vision for Women
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“Before Jesus died for us he suffered with us. His soul was steeped in 
brokenness long before the spear pierced his ribs and the nails pene-
trated his hands. And he was beautiful. Elisa Morgan tells the story of 
how this beauty found its way through the cracks and crevices of her 
brokenness. She transparently shares her pain, loss, confusion, and yes, 
hope, so that those of us who find ourselves following in her footsteps 
might find stepping stones of faith to walk on toward the beauty.”

—Jim Henderson
Author, Jim & casper go to church

CEO, Jim Henderson Presents

“I love how redemptive God is—I never get over his willingness and 
ability to take hurt and pain and brokenness into beauty and grace. He 
has done that with Elisa Morgan. She tells her story with that same 
beauty and grace, with tender vulnerability and brutal honesty. You 
will be blessed.”

—Judy Douglass
Author, speaker, encourager

Director of women’s resources, Cru

“A brave and beautiful story that takes on the status quo expectations 
of those in the ‘public eye.’ Elisa’s honesty will draw you in, challenge 
you, move you, convict you, and ultimately leave you feeling known 
and loved.”

—Shayne Moore
Author, global soccer mom and refuse to do nothing

“Elisa Morgan will no doubt help mend many broken lives by sharing 
her secret journey. I laughed out loud and cried as well while reading 
The Beauty of Broken. I pray that through Elisa’s wisdom and example, 
women far and wide will ignore the tug to put up false fronts to please 
the world around them. I also pray that God continues to loosen the 
bricks in my wall so that someday they are simply gone and I can be 
free to just be who God made me to be.”

—Lori Rhodes
National founder, Chicktime
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“Let’s face it—every family is a little dysfunctional. But rather than 
trying to fix or forget our past, Elisa Morgan invites us to dive in and 
discover just what God can teach us in and through the broken places 
of our lives. With bold candor and tender vulnerability, Elisa leads us 
to embrace the joy and pain of life in family and reveals her own deep 
and hard-won faith. You will not be able to put this one down, and 
you’ll want to pass it along to every woman you know who wants to 
understand herself and her family.”

—Nicole Unice
Ministry leader, national speaker, counselor

Author, she’s got issues

“Elisa Morgan’s transparency is transforming. Yes, for Elisa, but also 
for the reader. Her raw struggles touch deep places in our lives, and 
we travel vicariously to a new place of understanding and potential 
healing. Not only do we all come from broken families but biblical 
families are also broken. God’s family is broken. Elisa’s work propels 
us to the hopeful place of acknowledging this, and in the process 
we see true beauty in the brokenness—even when the story is still 
ongoing.”

—Dr. Bev Hislop
Professor of pastoral care at Western Seminary, Portland, Oregon

Author, shepherding Women in pain and shepherding a Woman’s heart

“Reading this ‘work of heart’ reminded me of my first encounter with 
a stained glass window. It’s only when we press our faces up close that 
we realize that this stunningly beautiful thing that we’re beholding 
is actually composed of thousands of broken pieces. Such is the case 
with all of our lives, and kudos to my friend Elisa for so eloquently 
calling our attention to this fact and helping us realize that we are not 
alone. I’ll be recommending this book to every client who struggles 
with family brokenness—which is to say, all of them.”

—Shannon Ethridge, MA
Certified life coach and international speaker

Best-selling author of twenty books, including the 
Every Woman’s Battle series
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“Everyone has stories—the ones they tell and the ones they lived. The 
pain from a broken home is real. I know. I also come from a broken 
home. In looking back we see God’s goodness and his grand plan. Elisa 
Morgan risks opening her heart in sharing the pain and the healing 
over which she had little control. Out of the hurts of her battle, God 
reveals his greater good. The Beauty of Broken will warm your heart and 
help you heal.”

—Jerry E. White, PhD
Major General, USAF, Ret.

International president emeritus, The Navigators

“Elisa Morgan takes you on a poignant tour of her life, shining light 
on the darkest corners and opening the closets most would prefer to 
keep locked—forever. Be prepared to discover a brokenness, which feels 
undeniably familiar and painfully close to home. Go there with her, 
and just like me, you’ll be reminded that it’s in our most desperate 
moments that we confront the most beautiful truth. There’s nothing in 
life and nothing we could ever do that is beyond the reach of grace. In 
our broken lives, his glory is revealed.”

—Tami Heim
President and CEO, Christian Leadership Alliance

“LOVE, LOVE, LOVE The Beauty of Broken! Leave it to Elisa, in a Glass 
Castle sort of way, to love and encourage those around her as she paves 
the road to authentic living by openly revealing her not-so-perfect 
story. Elisa shares the good, the bad, and the ugly, sprinkles it all with 
humor, and clearly points to biblical truth. Her welcome candor but-
tressed by the revelation of Christ’s kind love and sufficiency just 
might encourage the same open dialogue in our own lives.”

—Kay Wills Wyma
Author of cleaning house: a mom’s tWelve-month experiment to 

rid her home of youth entitlement
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“In The Beauty of Broken, Elisa Morgan has pulled back the covers of 
her life to give hope to all who live in and through brokenness. Her 
willingness to be vulnerable has created a new space in my heart for 
the possibility that our vulnerability with others will allow us to see 
God’s redemption in new ways.”

—Phyllis Hendry
President and CEO, Lead Like Jesus

“Elisa Morgan’s premise is simple: There is no such thing as a perfect 
family. What’s complicated is how any of us deals with the imperfec-
tions in our parents, our children, our spouses, and ourselves. With 
remarkable vulnerability, Elisa exposes her own family’s struggles so 
that she can help others deal with family challenges in light of God’s 
grace.”

—Dale Hanson Bourke
Author, embr acing your second calling and The Skeptic’s Guide series

“Raw, tender, honest, and unwavering, Elisa Morgan does more than 
open her heart; she allows her vulnerability to be a connecting point 
to the pain we all share. She willingly lays before us the difficult truth 
of her own story in a way that drives us back into our own stories. She 
gives us sacred space not only to admit that we are all broken but to do 
the audacious and unthinkable—to consider the beauty of that bro-
kenness. This book will minister to every heart that is willing to deal 
honestly with the shattered pieces of our not-so-perfect lives and allow 
God’s sweet Spirit to heal, to humble, and to transform.”

—R. Scott Rodin
Author and speaker

“Elisa Morgan shares her secrets and in the process reveals ours too: 
broken people create broken families. Not only is that a relief—it is 
truly good news. The Beauty of Broken—helpful . . . hopeful . . . healing!”

—Robert Gelinas
Elisa’s Pastor, Colorado Community Church

Author, the mercy pr ayer
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“There are few women whose own family stories have been under 
scrutiny the way Elisa Morgan’s have been. Her bold courage to ‘tell it 
all’ must come with a bit of fear and trembling as she bares the deep-
est joy and muck and sorrow of her broken stories and God’s healing 
work in them. With great passion she gently opens the conversation 
for us all to admit that this is our story too. I ached and hoped my 
way through these pages and am desperate for others to do the same. 
I believe this book will open hearts and change lives, and I dare you to 
read it! Her words are beautiful and wise, her insight is timeless, and 
her hope is unyielding.”

—Tracey Bianchi
Writer and speaker

Pastor, Christ Church of Oak Brook

“We are all broken, thus, we all need God. Unfortunately, my pride 
keeps me from that desperate dependence on God. Elisa’s transpar-
ency around her brokenness reminds us that our relationship with 
God does not require perfection but requires us to desire him. We 
must humble ourselves and let go of our pride. God simply promises 
us himself. A wonderful read.”

—Diane Paddison
Author, Work, love, pr ay

Founder, 4word, www.4wordwomen.org

“I coauthored several books with Elisa when we worked together at 
MOPS International, and I walked through many of these life experi-
ences with her. Now, as she shares them for the first time, she takes 
our faith to a place of authenticity that is contagious. We, too, can be 
courageous enough to admit our brokenness, especially in our rela-
tionships with those we love the most, and receive a new kind of 
freedom in God’s astonishing grace.”

— Carol Kuykendall
Speaker, Author, friend
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of Broken

My Story, and Likely Yours Too

Elisa Morgan
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To my first and second families, with 
gratefulness for all we have become 

both individually and together.
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This is my story.
This is not Evan’s story.
This is not Eva’s story.

This is not Ethan’s story.
It is not the story of my father, mother, sister, or brother, 

or anyone else in my family.
So please don’t judge any of them by these pages.

This is my story, as I believe God wants me to tell it.
And maybe—just maybe—it’s your story too.
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xvii

It’s Time to Talk

Maybe you know me as the former president of MOPS 
(Mothers of Preschoolers) International. Maybe that’s 

why you picked up this book—to read what I have to say about 
mothering and family.

Well, there is that part of me.
Maybe you’ve never heard of me and you picked up this book 

because of its title, because of the image on the cover, or because 
it was on sale.

It could be that someone gave this to you and pretty much 
just told you to start reading.

Whatever motivated you to open to this page, I’m glad you’re 
here. This is what I want you to know as you turn the pages:

For twenty-something years I had the privilege of leading an 
international nonprofit ministry, reaching over a million moms 
in that season. I still believe the promise that “better moms 
make a better world.” (Not perfect moms . . . just better moms.) 
Over those years of leading a staff to lead a constituency, I stood 
on platforms and worked to integrate the private Elisa with the 
public Elisa while obediently yielding both “me’s” to the organi-
zational mission of MOPS International.

But a large slice of Elisa was silent during that long season. 
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xviii    The BE AU T Y of BROK EN

The mother and more. The other-than-mother. The woman-child. 
The survivor. The person on a path walking closely with God 
while scratching her head at what he allows into life. The pil-
grim in progress. The rest of me.

I certainly gave much of myself in those years—serving as a 
kind of poster child for the movement of moms. But some things 
I couldn’t share. Within the walls of my home, behind the face of 
the leader and in the heart of the mother, were the normal trials 
and struggles of a woman finding her way. And there were the 
issues of others who lived with me. While their choices affected 
me, and my response to them created more layers of my own 
story, they did not belong to me. I kept these situations private 
as our family hunkered down to survive several seasons that 
stretched into our new normal. I was not alone in this tempest. 
In each stage of my family life, I was supported and guided by 
my husband, our pastor, our extended family, faithful and hon-
est friends, and the board and leadership of MOPS International.

There’s wisdom in applying duct tape to our mouths in 
suffering seasons. In the raw reality of pain, we do well to sit 
in silence. But it can also be dangerous to be quiet for too long. 
Frederick Buechner observes in Telling Secrets, “It is important 
to tell at least from time to time the secret of who we truly and 
fully are—even if we tell it only to ourselves—because other-
wise we run the risk of losing track of who we truly and fully 
are and little by little come to accept instead the highly edited 
version which we put forth in hope that the world will find it 
more acceptable than the real thing.”1

My journey has been stunningly rewarding, wrenchingly 
painful, and unavoidably revealing. I’ve sat in

• counseling rooms,
• hospital rooms,
• courtrooms,
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It ’s Time to Talk    xix

• waiting rooms, and
• inmate visitation rooms.

Many issues have entered our home: alcoholism, learning 
disabilities, legal issues, abortion, homosexuality, addiction, 
teen pregnancy, infertility, adoption, divorce, and death.

Surprised? I was shocked. But then, I suppose Adam and Eve 
were, too, over Cain and Abel. And Noah, Abraham, Leah, and 
King David. The list goes on. We are all broken. Humankind 
broke apart from our one true and perfect Parent and has been 
breaking away ever since.

It’s time to talk. To share the layers of learning as a woman. 
To reveal more of me: the public and the private. The mess of a 
mother saved by grace and loved by God, re-formed into a new 
version of Elisa. The things I tried that worked, and the many 
attempts that didn’t. What I’m glad I did and what I wish I’d 
done. The confidence and the confusion. The woman-child learn-
ing to live loved by God and inviting others to do the same. It’s 
time to tell my story so that you will know there are others like 
you. So that you know you are not alone. That my story is likely 
yours too.

There’s another reason I’m ready to write. I can finally see. 
From the vantage point of survival, I can look back and take in 
moment after moment of the presence of God in my story. Sure, 
I saw some facets of his being as we lived it out. I likely would 
have not made it to now if I hadn’t. But today, I can see more. 
There’s a responsibility in that seeing: telling. The truth, Jesus 
said, will set us free—and there are many who are desperately in 
need of being set free from the guilt and confusion of the myth 
of the perfect family that pervades our Christian culture. Lord 
knows I needed to be.

Today I own it: I bought into this myth. I honestly believed 
that if I implemented “perfect family values,” then I would have 
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xx    The BE AU T Y of BROK EN

a perfect family. I had good reason to attempt this methodol-
ogy: a desire to repair my own original broken family and create 
a better product in my second. But looking back, I can see the 
blind smugness I carried without even knowing it. I embraced 
the mantra: “Read the Bible, pray, teach kids about the Lord, and 
they will be paragons of Christian virtue.” Oh, how I wanted the 
promised results!

Didn’t work out that way.
Are you exhausted by this fairy tale? Sick of it? How did we 

become convinced that following Jesus would provide an escape 
from sorrow in our families, that discipleship would always pro-
duce loyal disciples? And why do we keep pursuing the myth 
that if we just follow some parenting formula, our children, 
even the wayward ones, will turn out right?

Formulaic promises about the family may have originated 
in well-meaning intentions, but such thinking isn’t realistic. It’s 
not helpful. It’s not even kind—this prodding one another to 
think we can create something we can’t: families immune from 
breakage. Brennan Manning shatters our self-protective facades 
with his piercing truth: “Living out of the false self creates a 
compulsive desire to present a perfect image to the public so that 
everybody will admire us and nobody will know us.”2 Ugh.

Like me, don’t you lean out hard, looking for some other 
kind of hope? Real hope—the kind that stays up into the wee 
hours to sit and watch with you?

I’ve come to discover that God offers such hope in the 
form of “broken family values”—values for our messy, imper-
fect families—so that we might remain in relationship with 
him. He understands that no one is perfect. He knows the 
unique journeys of loved ones. He gets it that abnormal is actu-
ally pretty normal. That people mess up and yet are worthy of 
respect and love and are never—ever—without hope. God holds 
each family close, crying with his wounded children, tenderly 
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It ’s Time to Talk    xxi

assembling and reassembling fallen fragments, creating us into 
better versions of ourselves.

I have to admit, I’m a bit terrified. I realize as I write, telling 
you my broken story, that I risk disappointing you. You may or 
may not like me in the end. In order to offer the rest of me and 
the insights I now hold dear, I’m giving up control over what you 
think of me.

Hopefully, you’ll find a friend in me. You’ll discover that 
while you thought you were the only one, you’re not.

Okay. So be it. Here goes . . . 
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Part One

BrOkEn US

Ring-a-round a rosie,
A pocket full of posies,
Ashes! Ashes!
We all fall down.

—Traditional nursery rhyme1

We do not want to embark on a further journey if it feels like 
going down, especially after we have put so much sound and 
fury into going up.

—Richard Rohr2
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I Come from a Broken Family

When I was five, my father sat in a white upholstered 
chair in his home office and told me we needed to have 

a chat. I loved my daddy, and daddy time was rare—so I scrambled 
atop his legs as they stretched out on the ottoman before him. 
He put his hands on my scrawny shoulders, looked into my eyes, 
and stunned me with his words. “Elisa, I’ve decided I don’t love 
your mother anymore. We are getting a divorce.”

In that moment my family fell and broke. I wondered what I 
had done to break it and what I could do to fix it.

My fractured family—my mother, sister, brother, and I—
moved across the continent to the hills outside of San Francisco. 
I’m not sure why Mother moved us so far away. Earlier in their 
marriage, I’d been born there. Perhaps it held memories of hap-
piness she hoped to reclaim. In any case, we lived in the ’burbs 
and Mother worked in the city, driving the dramatic span of the 
Golden Gate Bridge there and back each day.

A peek at her pedigree revealed that Paige, my mother, was 
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4    The BE AU T Y of BROK EN

the adventurous type. After she survived polio as a seven-year-
old, it’s no wonder her parents doted on her as their precious, 
gifted child. She went off to college, double-majoring in mathe-
matics and airline administration. (There were airlines then?) 
From her home in Texas, she moved to New York City, where 
she worked for the C. E. Hooper Company—the company that 
invented the earliest television ratings system. A single girl 
doing single things in the big time. Eventually she hosted her 
own radio and television shows back in Texas, where she met 
and married my father and then settled down to housewifery. 
It wasn’t a role that suited my ambitious mother, and soon she 
began to lose herself in the husband-focused era of the 1950s.

After the divorce, my mother courageously returned her 
attention to her career, but her heart wasn’t in it. Or maybe her 
heart wasn’t whole enough to invest it anywhere after the rejec-
tion of my father. Instead of receiving joy from her work, Paige 
began a long decline.

For me, those fun and free early-elementary years were filled 
with ballet and Girl Scouts and hours of make-believe. One of 
my favorite imaginings was the Old West, where I would gallop 
around in our yard on my broomstick pony, gathering mimosa 
pods, and then squat to crush their seeds into a pulpy pretend 
food, mimicking what I imagined about Native American life. I’d 
tie long garden stakes together at one end to become the form for a 
teepee and cover them with an old bedspread. Or I’d take my plas-
tic horse collection out to the flower beds, where I’d prance them 
about under what I imagined to be sequoia-sized azalea bushes.

Aside from the shattering announcement made by our prin-
cipal over the loudspeaker that President John F. Kennedy had 
been assassinated, and the repeat act against his brother Robert a 
few years later, I remember this season as “happy with a hole.”

About every six months my father visited from Florida, 
where he’d transferred with his “now” family of a new wife and 
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her daughter. We’d so been replaced. My baby brother was too 
young to accompany us out to dinner. So it was always just my 
sister, Cathy, two years older, and me—along with my father’s 
new wife, now our stepmother. I kinda hated her. No, I did 
hate her. She’d stolen my father from me. In twin petticoated 
dresses with matching black patent leather shoes, my sister 
and I would wait at the front window until his Cadillac pulled 
in the drive and the dog barked his arrival. All the excitement 
of seeing Daddy twisted into turmoil as we sat in grown-up, 
fancy restaurants and tried to cut through the awkward silence, 
lumped up emotions, and well-done steaks with knives we could 
barely manage.

As far as I could tell in those early years, Mother kept all 
the balls in the air. In fact, in typical Paige flair she went way 
beyond the norm in many instances. There was always food 
in our pantry, but she rebelled against everyday cuisine and 
instead offered us dishes like “Weenies in a Cloud” (a casserole 
created from cut-up hot dogs, mashed potatoes, and Velveeta) 
and “Petit Morceau” (after consulting her French dictionary, 
Mother christened “scrap stew” with this fancy title). There 
were always clothes in our closet. Often matching clothes for 
my sister and me, but also some fun items. I remember muu-
muus brought back from our grandparents’ trip to Hawaii. We 
called Mother’s parents Munna and Bop, and they pronounced 
Hawaii “Hawaya.”

Mother embraced our need for a dog with a black cocker 
spaniel named Lacy—whom we all discovered was pregnant 
when she pawed at the door, crouched the second she hit the 
patio, and then raced around the yard, trailing a tiny puppy still 
attached to the umbilical cord that attached to the placenta that 
was still inside her. Of course at the moment I didn’t know such 
things existed. It just looked to me that Lacy had pooped a puppy 
and ran from it, appalled.
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Even if she was a bit unusual in some ways—Mother insisted 
on giving out apples and raisins at Halloween because “children 
needed a healthy alternative to candy” (how embarrassing!)—
she brought all the holidays to life. Christmas morning was 
a department store window display of toys for each of us. Our 
birthdays were celebrated with a homemade cake and a party—
like the dress-up bridge party where we all wore our moms’ old 
ball gowns. And to her credit, she fostered our relationships 
with our two older half brothers from my father’s first marriage 
to the degree that they became safe harbors for us in the tumul-
tuous years of trying to make sense of our broken family reality.

Looking back, though, I can feel her weariness. She spent eve-
nings in her chair or on the couch, smoke circling up from her 
cigarette, condensation forming on her ever-present highball of 
Scotch. Her bathroom shower remained untended, mildewed 
scum forming in its corners. Her car ashtray overflowed with 
cigarette butts, some still lit and burning holes in the carpeted 
flooring where they had fallen. There were signs.

Either because Mother was over the adventure of the city or 
due to the cost of living and living alone, the summer after fourth 
grade we moved “home” to Texas, where she had grown up. Select-
ing a distance close enough for our connection to grandparents in 
Fort Worth but far enough away for her independence from her 
parents, she bought a traditional house in an upper-middle-class 
neighborhood in Houston and enrolled us in school.

Settling into our new world began happily. We were allowed 
to select paint, carpet, and even new furniture for our bedrooms. 
I went with robin’s-egg blue paint; shag carpet stranded with 
blue, yellow, and green; and a modern and sleek walnut-stained 
bedroom set. With complementary paisley-patterned floor-to-
ceiling drapes, my room became quite the showcase. It would 
eventually become my sanctuary.

It’s around this time that my memories start to shift. Mother’s 
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juggling hands shake. The balls begin to fall to the ground. They 
are glass balls now, and I cut my feet on their shards.

`
EEEERRRRRRRRRRR! My days started with the sound of my 
mother’s alarm down the hall. I pushed back the covers and pad-
ded into the kitchen, where I grabbed a glass, plunked in some ice 
cubes, and poured Coca-Cola over them. With a handful of choco-
late chip cookies from the cookie jar, I made my way down the 
hall to my mother’s bedroom. There I placed “breakfast” on her 
nightstand, turned off the alarm, and began the process of getting 
her up and ready for work. As a single mom, she needed to work, 
and it was my daily job to wake her up. Even though I was only 
about eleven, I could see it: my mother struggled with alcohol.

My mother was broken. I wondered what I’d done wrong and 
what I could do to fix her.

In my middle school years, I vacillated between good girl and 
not-so-good girl. Mine wasn’t a long disobedience, but rather one 
where I carefully evaluated who I wanted to be and what road 
would take me there. I didn’t know it at the time, but looking 
back now I can see that I, too, was broken. I stole cigarettes from 
my mom’s skinny cigarette drawer and snuck down to the bayou 
in our neighborhood to smoke them. At one sleepover I sampled 
alcohol and ended up sick on bourbon and Coke. Eventually I 
looked at the other kids in my class, those experimenting with 
all things rebellious and those who weren’t. There were “popu-
lar” kids in both sects. I decided to go the nonrebellious popular 
route and cut out most of the bad stuff.

Most of it. I still had my moments. Once I hurled raw eggs 
through my good friend’s open front door on Halloween night, 
ruining her mom’s wallpaper. At one of my mom’s friend’s wed-
dings I downed eleven glasses of champagne—eleven—only to 
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arrive home in my date’s arms, launching my insides that were 
reminiscent of raw eggs. Ugh . . . 

When I was sixteen I became a Christian—but I’d been 
becoming a Christian my whole life. Way back when I was a 
kid in California, my mom dropped my sister and me off at the 
neighbor hood Presbyterian Church on Sunday mornings. We 
went to Sunday school and sang in the adult choir because we 
needed something to do to fill the time until she picked us up 
again. “Lo how a rose e’re blooming.” I had no idea what those 
words meant, but I sang them with feeling in my oversized bur-
gundy choir robe and creamy satin stole. Once, walking down the 
long church hall toward a portrait plate collection of Jesus and the 
disciples hung on the wall, I felt an eerie-perfect draw of his eyes 
to mine. He was real.

In my teen years, when I heard that there was a specific pro-
cess to becoming a Christian, I was dismayed that I’d been so slow 
to know and respond. My heart grieved that I’d somehow done 
even this—loving God—wrong, and I wrestled with whether he’d 
felt somehow slapped in the face by my ignorance. Blinded, pray-
ing for forgiveness, I plunged ahead and gave my life to Jesus. 
Maybe now I’d get it right? Maybe now life would heal up?

One night Mother and I argued over just how great a dad my 
dad was. (I think this was the season when I began to refer to 
my mother by her first name: Paige.) My position: he was not so 
great. Paige defended him: He provided. He cared. He just didn’t 
show it. To her credit, she never said anything bad about him.

That very night I had a dream in which I saw myself falling 
off a high cliff, into what looked to be flesh-colored rocks far 
below. But as I landed, the rocks surprised me with their softness. 
They were not rocks after all, but rather the huge hands of God. 
I heard a voice saying, “I am your heavenly Father—I will never 
leave you nor forsake you.”

I tucked these words away, wondering, Could such a thing be true?
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I looked longingly at the seemingly perfect families of my 
friends. The fathers who predictably left for work in the morn-
ing and returned each evening. The moms who dressed in pretty 
outfits, sprayed their hair high, and wore lipstick, pearls, and 
pumps. The on-time family dinners around family tables in fam-
ily homes. I wanted what they had. I determined that one day I 
would make a family immune from the brokenness and pain my 
first family had experienced.

It was a tough go, though. My mother continued to weave 
down the hall late at night, pinballing her way between the 
walls, glass of Scotch in hand. Smashed.

On one visit in my teen years I remember looking my father 
in the eye and asking if we could spend more time together. He 
raised one eyebrow and said, “As long as you are dependent on 
me for money I will never love you.” Crash.

After college, a six-year relationship with my high school 
love ended—one that I’d assumed would culminate in marriage. 
Broken. Symbolically now a divorcée myself, I wincingly real-
ized I shared this state with my mother. I hadn’t thought such 
a thing would happen to me. I increased my determination to 
avoid creating a broken family—of any kind—myself.

In the aftermath of the breakup I struggled to figure out 
just what to do with the rest of my life. (I was at the tail end of 
twenty-one.) After all, for six years my life had been connected 
to a guy who planned to be a doctor, so I’d planned to be a doc-
tor’s wife. What training did that require?

A friend presented me with an embroidered plaque that 
read, “‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, 
‘plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you a 
hope and a future’” (Jeremiah 29:11 niv). I took the verse at face 
value. God knew: the plans—for me—for good—for hope and a 
future—for me.

Gradually I clarified God’s call on my life and enrolled in 
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seminary, where I explored and confirmed God’s call to ministry. 
I dated pretty much every unmarried student and then called a 
moratorium on men. Surprisingly, I then met and later married 
my husband. Precious, stable, rock of a man. We pledged to each 
other a no-matter-what kind of love. For keeps. Forever. Because 
Evan had incurred and survived cancer a few years prior, we knew 
we’d be unable to have children biologically and so immediately 
began the process of adoption. I continued my determination to 
make a whole family, one not marked by the pain and broken-
ness I’d experienced, though postponing it for a while.

The forever process of adoption dragged on, and I cried out to 
God that I could hardly wait to give to my child what I’d never 
received: wholeness. I longed to love into their lack. To fill their 
void. In a hushed heart-whisper I heard God’s gentle prodding, 
Elisa, by the time you receive your child, he or she will have already 
experienced the greatest wound of his or her life. I knew this was 
truth. It vibrated through my soul with reality. My baby would 
inevitably be wounded by the choice of his or her birth parents, 
even in a very loving decision to relinquish their baby. But I 
shushed the whisper and clung to the hope that I could create 
for another the family I’d never experienced myself.

Finally—after a long wait—our adoption came through, and 
I mothered first one and then another child. Motherhood! A 
baby! Love! At last! I lapped it up, licking around all the edges. 
We thrived in those early years of parenting and familyhood. 
Church was our second home. We had “Jesus time” every night. 
Great friends modeled mothering for me and fathering for Evan. 
Family dinners around a family table in a family home.

I happily hunkered down into those early mothering years, 
investing my skills and gifts in my kids—at last! But I struggled 
in some ways that surprised me.

One afternoon naptime revealed a reality of my mothering—
of me. I loved that waking time of cuddles and kisses. But when I 
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gathered my three-year-old daughter up in a hug, I discovered her 
pants were wet. Again. Like so many other mothering moments, 
I defined my success by her actions. I felt I’d never get this potty 
training thing down.

I sat her in front of the TV—Sesame Street in those days—
balled up the wet sheets again, and made my way to the basement 
laundry room. There I stuffed them in the washer and then was 
stunned to watch above my head an arc of detergent whirling in 
the air. Coming straight from the box. Making a mess! The box was 
attached to an arm. I followed the arm down and discovered—
amazingly—that the arm was mine! I was hurling detergent 
in my basement all the while yelling like an adult in a Charlie 
Brown cartoon! Wa wa wa wa wah wah! As I listened intently I 
translated: “Why do I have to be the one to have all the answers? 
To be in charge? Why can’t I be the one to ask the questions?” I 
refer to this moment as my Suds Slinging Incident. Motherhood 
revealed me to myself. I was needy and broken. Such a thing sur-
prised me, as I’d expected to be better at this. More confident. I 
knew God, after all.

A few years after this moment, my phone rang and a mem-
ber of the board of MOPS International was on the phone asking 
me to consider applying to become the first president of this 
then fifteen-year-old grassroots movement for moms. What 
were they thinking? What was God doing? Me? The daughter 
of divorce and alcoholism? Sure, I’d been to seminary. Yes, I had 
been ID’d as a leader all my life, and I knew God had called me to 
ministry. But me and mothering? I laughed! So Sarah-like, when 
as an old woman she was told she’d have a baby. Ha!

Nevertheless, I agreed to pray about the request and doubled 
up on my therapy sessions. In line at the grocery store I looked 
around at the other mothers—in sweats, in work clothes, with 
their kids in various forms of obedience and disobedience—and 
I saw in their eyes the same Swiss cheese holes I had experienced 
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in my soul. I felt God was saying to me, Elisa, let your deficits be your 
offering. Terrified, I accepted the invitation, applied, was offered 
the job, and then served as CEO of MOPS International for twenty 
years, touching over a million moms during those decades.

Even as president of an international organization for moms, 
there were other mothering moments that underlined my in-
adequacy, my Mother Inferior reality, my stature as Mother Elisa, 
not Mother Teresa.

Monster Mom made her appearances—once over cat vomit 
on the stair landing where I screamed, “Is the mother the only one 
in the house who knows what cat vomit looks like? Is the mother 
the only one in the house who knows where the paper towels 
are?” I slammed my way to the garage, where I crashed metal gar-
bage can lids together in cymbaled rage, all the while hollering 
at the wide-eyed family members on the other side of the closed 
door, at the air, at God.

I wondered, Would I be enough? As a mom? As a woman? In 
my heart of hearts I wanted desperately to create an unbroken 
family. What if I couldn’t? What if I actually contributed to fur-
ther breakage?

`
During these decades Evan and I both invested our professional 
lives in nonprofit, cause-driven work. We continued loving and 
raising children who, we purposed, would one day be in dependent 
of our provision, would invest in our world in meaningful ways, 
and would live out their faith by loving and serving Jesus and his 
ways.

One night when my kids were in their teen years, I had a dream. 
I was walking with Jesus through a home under construction. Our 
home. I paused at a doorway to a bedroom—with another bed-
room beside it. Jesus turned to me and said, “These rooms are for 
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your daughter and her baby.” I laughed and said, “She isn’t preg-
nant. She’s just a teenager!” To this Jesus responded, “Yes, she is.”

When I awoke, I shook it off. But a few nights later the dream 
repeated itself. Even more concerning, a few days later as I sat 
in a meeting listening to research on teen moms with our team 
and considering the creation of Teen MOPS groups, I heard God 
heart-whisper again, Elisa, you are going to know more about this 
subject than anyone around this table.

I decided I should probably check in with my daughter. I 
asked, “Is there any possibility you could be pregnant?” My 
amazing daughter, just back from nurturing HIV/AIDS orphans 
in a Kenyan orphanage with her church youth group, my var-
sity swimmer medalist child, my full-of-life budding beauty, 
looked at me and nodded . . . yes. Stunned, I worked to take in 
her response. I—never-pregnant me—drove to the grocery store 
and purchased a pregnancy test. I took it home and stood outside 
the bathroom door while my child peed on a stick to reveal that, 
indeed, she was pregnant.

To me it seemed that my family fell and broke into a thousand 
pieces. Again. I wondered what I could do to fix my family now.

But it wasn’t just my daughter who surprised me—and there 
are so many more layers to this story yet to be told. During those 
knock-me-off-my-feet years, my son began to leak out his pain. 
Perhaps because his sister’s teen pregnancy became the screen 
on which he watched his own intrauterine development play 
out, as his birth mom was fifteen when she’d conceived and then 
relinquished him. Maybe his addictive genes were at work or 
maybe his own anger issues. Maybe it was my mothering defi-
ciency (of course it was that, I concluded!). For whatever reason, 
my state-ranked swimmer, wry-witted delight, and tender-
hearted son started down a slope of veering choices: pot, alcohol, 
truancy, troubled relationships, legal and money issues . . . losing 
himself.
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The prospect of penning annual Christmas letters left my 
husband and me howling. Sure, with pain, but now also with 
black humor. We received stacks of end-of-the-year summaries 
from friends and acquaintances: “Rachel is an honor student at 
Stanford and headed to the mission field in Ecuador, and John 
Junior has signed a six-figure book deal, will be speaking nation-
ally sharing his faith, and is bound for the Olympics. Hunter (the 
dog) just caught a mouse that has terrorized our home. We are 
so proud!”

In response we composed, “Our children are about to gradu-
ate! One from probation, the other into independent living. Our 
dog only threw up on the carpet four times this month!”

We never actually sent that letter, but oh, how inadequate 
we felt in comparison to the “perfect” families we read about. 
Today I hear from friends, and even my kids, how very much 
they wish we had sent our make-believe Christmas letter! Why 
do we do this to ourselves?

Here’s the thing: I thought it was my fault that my first fam-
ily broke, so I determined it was my responsibility to make an 
unbroken family in my second one. Problem is, I’m broken. 
Everybody is. So no matter what we do, we all end up making 
broken families. In one way or another.

Does this bump you? That everybody is broken and so every-
body makes broken families? Is there a “But, but, but . . .” welling 
up in your throat? A “Hey, my family’s not that bad!” kind of 
wail? Gentle now . . . but honest: there is no such thing as a per-
fect family. And as long as we push this truth into the closets 
and cubbies of our well-planned and perfectly decorated fam-
ily homes, we’ll be worshipping the false idol of the im possible. 
And likely missing some very rich realities in our very real lives.

I come from a broken family. And despite my very best 
attempts to produce a formulaically perfect Christian family in 
my second—the reality is that I still come from a broken family.
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“‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the lord.” Plans 
for me—for good—for hope and for the future. I look at those 
words today and have to admit, in so many moments God’s plans 
haven’t looked so good to me. But they have been. Good. Maybe 
just a different kind of good? (Besides . . . I’m sure those words 
from Jeremiah to the Israelites didn’t always seem good to them 
either.)

Today I’ve been married nearly thirty-five years. (Yes, that 
dear, stable soul has stayed!) We have two adult children: a son 
and a daughter and grandson—and her husband—in that order. 
We are messy. We are imperfect. Gooey in the middle still. All of 
us. My husband and I express our love for Jesus in full-time min-
istry. We’re involved in church. We pray over our meals. And we 
still slip into overresponsibility, we meddle in our kids’ lives, at 
times we forget to surrender.

My grown kids are paving their own paths. They love Jesus. 
Sometimes they go to church. They pray in text messages. They 
evidence their beliefs in inked symbols on their bodies.

My daughter expresses her love for Jesus in listening to 
people’s woes and wonders—with an exceptional emotional 
intelligence—while she cuts and styles their hair. She loves her 
son with fierceness and advocates for him at every turn. Her hus-
band stands at her side through this-that-and-the-other medical 
issue and yields his heart toward good, even refusing to kill an 
intruding praying mantis but rather ushering it out of their 
house with a broom.

My son turns the pages of his Big Book, works the Twelve 
Steps, and bows his head with his sponsor. He’s transitioning 
the evil markings on his arm into symbols of redemption. He 
hugs until the air leaves our lungs. He looks my husband in the 
eye and thanks him for yet another chance. He is falling in love 
with a wonderful woman. He turns his heart outward to offer 
grace to others.
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We continue—each of us in unique and stumbling steps—
the journey toward Jesus and Christlikeness. Instead of the 
dreamed-for final product of an unbroken family, I find my fam-
ily and the people in it—myself included—still broken and in 
need of mending, and somehow likely looking more like we 
were meant to look all along.

I come from a broken family. I still come from a broken family.
I’m pretty sure I’m not alone.

`
Lament is a cry of belief in a good God, a God who has His ear 
to our hearts, a God who transfigures the ugly into beauty.

—Ann Voskamp1
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Breakthrough

right Where God Wants Me

It was a quiet Sunday afternoon. I’d returned a few hours earlier from 
a speaking engagement and then enjoyed the delight of putting my 
grandson, Marcus, down for his nap in our upstairs “Marcus” room 
while his mommy worked. Now I was resting. What an “old” word! 
But in that moment, it fit, and I gave in to it.

Until I heard an unrecognizable eruption. A crash? A long, loud 
falling and breaking sound. I couldn’t imagine its cause.

Had it come from outside the house? Hugging myself, I began 
a search-and-rescue mission through the main floor of my home. 
Nothing out of order in the bedroom or bath. The family room and 
kitchen still stood where they should. The entryway? Fine. The living 
room? Okay. Ah . . . the dining room.

A realization from deep in my core trickled up to my mind, offer-
ing me enough clues that I had to admit the undesirable cause. I 
didn’t have to enter the room to check my instinct. But I did. Once 
within, I took in what I’d dreaded to see. A three-shelf unit contain-
ing my grandmother’s antique china collection had lost its grip on 
the wall and tumbled to the floor. The plates, all hand-painted, many 
of them portraits of eighteenth-century European royalty, and many 
signed by their artists, lay in shards beneath the unit.

I knelt and carefully lifted a corner of the shelving set. What lay 
beneath was dismal. Shattered treasures. For decades my grand-
mother, Munna, had acquired each plate as a memory of a trip she’d 
taken with other elderly women in tourist buses across Europe. I 
remembered her returning, carefully removing their bubble-wrap 
cocoons, and unraveling the stories of their painted scenes as she 
held them out before me. When she died, they were the one item I 
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wanted to remember her by. A beautifully illustrated display of life 
lived out on porcelain plates.

As I gingerly lifted fragment after fragment the severity of the 
situation hit me. There was no remedy here. I located one single 
saucer with minor damage out of a set of twenty-some relics. The 
rest . . . well, clearly my inherited plate collection was beyond help.

The past few years had been tough. My daughter a single mom. 
My son struggling in the throes of adolescence and more. Heavy 
leadership responsibilities. So much of my life felt like the broken 
mess on my dining room floor. Beyond help.

A sharp realization sliced through my thinking. I pictured God—
my gracious heavenly Father—tenderhearted and bending low. Now 
you’re talking, he mused. Beyond help. It’s just where he wants me.

Beyond my best efforts. Beyond my put-on-a-happy-face clichés. 
Beyond self-help methodologies. Beyond being better than anyone 
else. Beyond worrying about what doesn’t matter anyway. Beyond 
everything being all up to me: to understand, to care, to give, and 
to fix.

That Sunday afternoon I stared at a stack of antique shards 
representing a heritage now rooted not on my wall but in my heart. 
Marcus’s voice came to me from the baby monitor.

I looked at the mess on my floor. Broken. Beyond help.
Indeed, I was. Thank God.
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